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Bugcrowd University Introduction

1. What is BCU?
2. Module structure?
3. Bounty basics
4. How do Labs work?
5. Prerequisites
6. Tools
7. Resources



What is BCU?



Goals

Level-up our crowd:

Acquisition

Public Crowd

Submitted Crowd

ACS Qual Crowd

ACS + BG Checked 
& 

ID Verify

Academy

Academy

1. Analyze critical bug 
classes 

2. Analyze common newcomer 
questions

3. Bring training to the crowd



Modules

Phase 1 Next phases
● Introduction to BCU
● What makes a good submission
● Introduction to Burp Suite
● Reconnaissance and Discovery

● Insecure Direct Object References
● Security Misconfiguration
● Server Side Request Forgery

● Threat Modeling a Web Application

 
● XML External Entity Injection
● Web Services Testing
● Cross Site Scripting
● ++

Newcomer 
modules

Intermediate 
modules



Modules



Each module has a few sections

Brief 
Introduction 
to the Topic

Where to 
find the bug

Variants, 
examples, 
and more

Tooling Labs Resources



Bounty Basics



A Program Brief



Targets

*.something.com means any 
subdomains found are also in 
scope. Like:

admin.something.com

Also out of scope targets are 
listed.



Reward tables and focus areas

Sometimes these tables can show you where to focus 
as well:



Labs



Labs

There are hundreds of open source 
labs and CTF challenges for module 
topics. 

We will curate the best ones to help 
you learn the topic in as much depth 
as possible.

Students will set up their own lab 
environments. 



Prerequisites



Prerequisites 

There is no “right” path to becoming 
a hacker. There are, however, some 
areas in which you will need to be 
familiar in to understand the module 
topics if you are starting from 
scratch.

We recommend the following 
Codecademy courses (or familiarity) 
before starting BCU:



Core Toolset



Portswigger’s 
Burp Suite:



OWASP ZAP 
Proxy



Firefox (or Chrome)

Useful extensions:

● FoxyProxy
● BuiltWith or Wapplyzer
● Open Multiple URLs
● Copy Tab URLs
● Snap Links Plus
● Link Gopher



Virtual machines

Several of the labs we will 
utilize will be virtual 
machines, ISOs, or require you 
to host a web server. To this 
end Virtualbox or VMware are 
required. 

VM’s you might find useful for 
training are a personal 
sandboxed Ubuntu install and 
possibly Kali Linux.



Resources



Related written course material

These two resources will be 
referenced in each module 
so you can read along and 
supplement BCU. 

Many consider them to be 
the de facto web application 
hacking resources.



OWASP Vulnerable Web Applications Directory Project

The OWASP 
VWADP keeps 
track of many 
of the 
industries 
vulnerable apps 
created for 
learning.



People to Follow

In order to stay cutting edge each 
module will contain a Twitter list of 
researchers or accounts who we 
consider to offer value or broadcast 
advents related to the module topic.


